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The main objective of this study is the development of prediction model of particulate matter (PM 10)
pollution time series. Prediction model was developed through one of mathematical approach named
chaotic approach. The approach started with the detection of chaos nature of PM 10 pollution through
phase space plot and Cao method. Next, the prediction is done through the local linear approximation
method. In addition, an improvement of the local linear approximation method was also made. Both
methods were applied to the PM10 pollution observed at industrial area of Shah Alam, located in
Selangor state, Malaysia. Comparison through the calculation of mean absolute error, root mean
squared error and correlation coefficients was made. Results showed that the improved method is
better. Therefore, improvement of the local linear approximation method is worth. Since PM10
pollution is associated with the occurrence of haze, it is hoped that findings of this study will help
stakeholders in having a better haze management.
Keywords: time series, PM10, chaos, chaotic approach, prediction, local linear approximation method,
industrial area.

I.

INTRODUCTION

random dynamics cannot be predicted. In between
deterministic and random dynamics, there is another type of

Air pollution contributes bad effect on health. Inhalation of

dynamics namely chaos. Any time series which has been

air containing particulate matter (PM10) causes many

classified as chaos dynamics can be predicted, however, due

chronic diseases such as lung cancer, stroke, cardiovascular

to some factors, only short-term prediction is allowed

disease, bronchitis, asthma as well as leads to mortality (Id

(Abarbanel, 1996; Sprott, 2003).

et. al., 2017; Jie, 2017; Kamarehie et. al., 2017). This is a

Before prediction can be carried out, the time series

burden on community and reduces country's productivity.

need to be tested first in order to determine whether its

Department of Environment Malaysia holding responsible

dynamics is either deterministic, random or chaos. Many

to observe the level, quality as well as the trend of Malaysian

methods have been introduced such as Lyapunov exponent,

air pollution. Types of air pollution that been observed are

entropy, integral correlation and correlation dimension.

sulphur dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO),

Dynamics of PM10 time series in some countries such as

nitrogen monoxide (NO) as well as PM10. However,

Taiwan (Yu et. al., 2013) and Pakistan (Saeed et. al., 2017)

according to Department of Environment, PM10 pollution is

have been determined as chaos through methods of

dominant compared to others. Furthermore, PM10 pollution

correlation dimension, Hurst and Lyapunov exponent. In

is always associated with the occurrence of haze. Therefore,

addition, phase space plot and Cao method as has been

the study of PM10 time series status is very important.

introduced by Cao (1997) are also can be used in order to

time series’ dynamics:

classify the time series’ dynamics. In Malaysia, Hamid and

deterministic and random. Time series with deterministic

Noorani (2014) used both methods to classify the dynamics

dynamics, can be predicted. Vice versa, time series with

of PM10 time series in one of rural area namely Jerantut.

There are two

types

of

_________
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Both methods also were applied towards various data such

II.

PM10 POLLUTION TIME SERIES

as series of traffic flow, sediment concentration and
earthquake time series (Sivakumar, 2002; Frazier &

The PM10 time series data are obtained from Department of

Kockelman, 2004; Lakshmi & Tiwari, 2009). Therefore, in

Environment Malaysia. The time series were observed at

this study, phase space plot and Cao method were chosen. In

Shah Alam, an industrial area which located in Selangor

Malaysia, prediction of PM10 pollution is usually carried out

state, Malaysia. The time series were observed hourly for

through multiple linear regression and neural networks

one month in June 2014. The month of June and year of

method (for example, Abdullah et al., 2017; Ul-saufie et. al.,

2014 is selected since during this period, haze has occurred

2012a; Ul-saufie et. al., 2012b; Ul-saufie et. al., 2013).

and the reading of PM10 is high.

Prediction models through both methods are dependent on

The PM10 time series are presented in Figure 1.

meteorological factors such as rainfall, wind speed, relative

According to Afroz et. al., (2013), the national ambient air

humidity and temperature. However, in the case where the

quality standards for PM10 pollutant in ambient air has been

needed time series’ information of all involved factors is not

determined as 150 µg/m3. From Figure 1, it can be observed

enough, other method is important to be developed in order

that there are some hours with unhealthy reading (more

to run the prediction. Therefore, in this study, local

than 150 µg/m3). Therefore, analysis and prediction of PM10

approximation method, a method based on chaotic

pollution during this period is very important.

approach was used. This method has its own advantages as
prediction of PM10 is done simply by using time series from
PM10 pollution only, without involving time series from
other factors. Local approximation method has been used in
Malaysia to predict O3 time series (for example, see Hamid
& Noorani, 2013; Zaim & Hamid, 2017; Hamid, 2018a),
temperature time series (Hamid, 2018b, Hamid, 2018c) and
streamflow time series (Adenan et. al., 2017). All studies

Figure 1: PM10 time series

gained satisfactory results where the predicted and observed
time series are close to each other. Therefore, in this study,

III.

local approximation method was applied. For the difference,

CHAOTIC APPROACH

the method was applied towards PM10 pollution time series.
The PM10 time series from Figure 1 is recorded in the form

There are two objectives of this study which are: i) to classify

of

the dynamics of PM10 time series using phase space plot and

X = ( x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xN −1 , xN )

Cao method and ii) to predict PM10 pollution using local
approximation method. In addition, the improvement of

(1)

t

where xt is the PM1o time series at

case study using chaotic approach on PM10 pollution was

number of total observation hour. PM1o time series were

successfully carried out by Hamid and Noorani (2014). In

observed in June 2014. Therefore, there are 30 days of

this study, the same approach was applied. In Hamid and

observation. In total, there are 720 hours. This means that

Noorani (2014), the effectiveness of chaotic approach has

there are 720 observations of PM1o pollution. The observed

been proven on PM10 pollution time series in rural area. In

PM1o pollution was recorded as in (1) and divided into two

difference, this present study applies chaotic approach on

parts namely

PM10 pollution time series in industrial area.

-th hour.

N is the

local approximation method was made. In 2014, the first

X train and X test . X train is

a training time

series to develop the prediction model, while

X test

was used

to test the performance of the models. In this study, time
series from 1st June until 23rd June 2014 were used as
and the rest one week were used as

X train

X test . The time series

in (1) was transformed to a multi-dimensional vector with

2
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equation:

in determine the dynamics of the time series. Besides,

(

Yjm = x j , x j + , x j +2 , ..., x j +( m−1)

)

E2 ( m)

(2).

E 2 ( m ) = E * ( m + 1) E * ( m )

There are two unknown parameters in (2) namely delay
time,

from Cao (1997) was also applied in this study.

 and embedding dimension, m . These parameters

where

need to be calculated first. According to Velickov (2004) and

E * ( m ) = (1 U − m )

Siek and Solomatine (2010), average mutual information

U − m

 . Hence, the method was

obtaining

ub

probability of

T , I (T )

p ( ub +T )

and
and

IV.

are the probability of

in (1) while

ub +T

p ( ub , ub +T )

I ( T ) was graphed. Parameter 
minimum value of
value, the graph of

LOCAL LINEAR

is a joint
Let

Y jm+1 = f ( Y jm )

T against

(8).

This illustrates that the prediction of

is chose based on the first

m
Y j+
1

is depending on

Y jm . In order to run the prediction through (8), the method

T . Furthermore, using the obtained 

 xt , xt +  namely phase space plot is

of

f

need to be specified. There is various type of

f

and

in this study, the chosen method from chaotic approach is

developed. This plot was used to classify dynamics of the

local linear approximation method. Prediction of future time

time series, whether it is random or chaos (Sivakumar,

series of

2002). If an attractor exists, the dynamics of the time series

j +1

through the local linear approximation

method is done through the equation of:

are classified as chaos.

Y jm+1 = AY jm + B

Another unknown parameter is m . Cao showed in Cao
(1997) that Cao method: i) does not need other parameters;
ii) use only parameter

E2 ( m)  1

APPROXIMATION METHOD

p ( ub ) and p ( ub +T ) . By varying the value of

values were obtained. Next, plot of

(7).

shows that the dynamics of observed time series is chaos.

 p ( ub , ub+T ) 
1 N
I (T ) =  p ( ub , ub+T ) log 2 
 (3)
N b=1
p
u
p
u
(
)
(
)
b
b +T 


p ( ub )

x mj + m − xwm+ m

According to Cao method, the existence of

selected. The average mutual information is:

where


j =1

method, introduced by Frazer and Swinney (1986) has
performed well to calculate

(6)

Where parameters

 and iii) does not depend on the

A

and

(9).

B

are constant and computed

through the least square method. In addition, the method

total time series. Therefore, Cao method is seeming simple

A

was improved. As in (9), parameters

method was determined by:

computed using X test . In difference, for the improved

E1( m ) = E ( m + 1) E ( m )

1
E ( m) =
N − m
where

•

(4)

N − m

Yjm+1 − Ynm+1

j =1

Yjm − Ynm



is the maximum norm and

neighbour to

Y jm . Parameter m

respective value of

E1( m )

time series, the value of

m
n

Y

method, each time a new prediction is run,

was

new equation of:

(5)

Y jm+1 = An Yjm + Bn
is the nearest

while in (10), for the total of

X test is n , then, there are n

linear equations. The comparison of both (9) and (10)
performance are computed through the mean absolute error

mae , root mean squared error rmse and correlation

does not stop changing

E1( m )

(10).

In other words, in (9), there is only one linear equation

was determined when its

with increasing m . Thus, the value of

X test

are

updated. Therefore, for each new prediction, there was a

stops changing. For a random

E1( m )

and

B

and this method was applied to determine m . m from Cao

coefficient r . The values of mae and rmse elaborates the

also helped

difference between the observed and predicted time series.

3
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The lower the mae and rmse , the better the method. On
the other hand,

r

elaborates relationship between the

observed and predicted time series. The
-1 and +1 where the closer

r

value is between

to -1 or +1 showed the better

r

agreement between observed and predicted time series.

V.

Figure 2: Average mutual information method

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to determine  , the average mutual information

 = 2 since
T was two. Using the obtained  = 2 ,

method was applied. Figure 2 concludes that
the first minimum

 xt , xt + 2 

the graph of

namely phase space plot is

developed as in Figure 3.

 xt , xt + 2  plot

explains the

Figure 3: Phase space plot

revolution of observed PM10 pollution time series. Through
Figure 3, it can be clearly observed that there exists an
attractor which represented as incline line in the centre of
the phase space. Referring to the study by Sivakumar
(2002), the existence of attractor show that the dynamics of
the time series is chaos. On the other hand, if the attractor
does not exist, then the dynamics is not chaos. For further
information, articles Chen et. al., (1986) might be useful.
Figure 4: Cao method

Therefore, from Figure 3, the dynamics of the PM 10 pollution
time series is chaos.
With

Parameter m was determined where it’s respective

E1( m )

stops changing. From Figure 4,

changing at four. Therefore
series, the value of

E1( m )

m=4.

E1( m )

prediction is done through (9) and (10). The prediction

stops

period is one week, which equal to 168 hours. Performance

For a random time

of the model is reflected in the calculation of mae , rmse
and

does not stop changing with

increasing m . Thus, from Figure 4 the observed E1

study.

According to Cao method, the existence of

E2 ( m)  1

It can be seen that both models gain good prediction results
in which the

from Cao [8] also was applied in this

( m)  1

are above 0.8 and approaches one.

r

relationship between the observed and predicted time series
values. By comparing the performance indicator of both

m = 8.

methods, the improved one was seen more powerful with

showed that the

mae and rmse values indicates that the model is

E 2 ( m )  1 from m = 1

Therefore, the observed E 2

r ’s

values exceeding 0.8 indicate that there is a strong

shows that the dynamics of observed time

series is chaos.

. Table 1 presents the comparison of performance

and improved local linear approximation method (ILLAM).

showed that the dynamics of the PM10 time series is chaos.

E2 ( m)

r

values between local linear approximation method (LLAM)

( m)

Besides,

 = 2 and m = 4 , equation (2) is developed and

until

lower mae and rmse and higher

r . The reduction of the

improving and increasing in the

dynamics of the PM10 time series is chaos.

r approaching

one

indicates that the relationship between the observed and
predicted time series is getting stronger. Therefore, the
improved method is advantageous.
Figure 5 is the graph of prediction results for the

4
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improved method. As can be observed in Figure 5, the model

original model of local linear approximation method. The

is able to predict high PM10 time series where the haze

second model is the improvement of the original model.

phenomenon is reported occur. Figure 6 is the scatter plot of

Comparison found that the improved model was better. It is

the results. It can be clearly observed that through the

hoped that the developed prediction models can assist

improved method, the results are good where the observed

stakeholders in having a better PM10 pollution management.

and predicted time series are close to each other.

In future, chaotic approach may be applied towards NOx, CO
and SO2 as well as wind speed and relative humidity.
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Figure 5: Prediction results through ILLAM

Figure 6: Scatter plot of Prediction results through ILLAM
Table 1: Performance of the prediction models
LLAM

ILLAM

mae

2.4881

1.8274

rmse

3.2090

2.4556

cc

0.9972

0.9981

Through original method, only one linear equation is
developed to predict the entire X test . Through the improved
method, every time a new prediction is carried out, the

X test

is updated. This method is more relevant because

whenever new prediction is done, all required information
changes.

VI. CONCLUSION
There are two objectives of this study which are: i) to classify
the dynamics of PM10 time series using phase space plot and
Cao method and ii) to predict PM10 pollution using local
approximation method. In addition, the improvement of
local approximation method was made. Results showed that
the dynamics of PM10 time series at Shah Alam is chaos. Two
prediction models were developed. The first model is the
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